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By the end of the session

 Some of you will be modestly inspired

 Most of you will have paid attention 
most of the time

 All of you will leave on time



Up for it?





Consider this

 Approaches to behaviour, learning and 

engagement can be rooted in your own 

values, ethos and philosophy around 

education



What’s great?



Our kids



Shifting Tension

TENSION

• Vague expectations

• Inconsistent relationships

LEARNING 
TENSION

• Hooks and lures

• Protection into learning

HEALTHY 
LEARNING 
TENSION

• Engaging curriculum

• Independent thinking



What are the habits of a great 

teacher in our setting?
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Adults in a school should be

 INFORMED

 ASSERTIVE

 POSITIVE

 CONSISTENT

 APPROPRIATE

 Unconditional 
Positive Regard



Culture

 CULTURE



Heathcote’s 

Continuum of Engagement

ATTENTION

INTEREST

ENGAGEMENT
INVESTMENT

OBSESSION



WARMTH
INTIMACY
BANTER
TRUST 



calor
AMICITIA 
Cavillor

FIDULIS





The boys.......



BELONG or BEHAVE





The 5 R’s

Relationships

Rights Responsibilities

Rules

Routines
Negative 

consequences

Positive 

consequences

Choices



Why do children misbehave?

 Brainstorm



The Circle of Intimacy
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Supporting Common     

Routines  
- Corridor settling/entry: meeting & greeting, seating plans.

- Initiating whole-class attention and sustaining it:
settling pupils from social time to T&L time, establishing calm, 

positive habitualisation, walkabout

- Language: both positive and corrective, and from least to most 

intrusive to get class settled.

- Clear whole-class rules to refer to: e.g. entry/exit, settling, 

movement, equipment, discussion/Q&A, noise, transitions

- Dealing with early disruption/distractions: e.g. late pupil;  

greet and welcome, acknowledge lateness, carry on as before, 

sort later.

- Closure/exit: “do the next class a favour thanks” - picking up 

litter, tidying furniture, leaving row by row, smile goodbye 

thanks.



Additional Strategies

 Balance individual and group work

 Balance open/reflective/language centred 

learning with closed/process/action-

centred learning

 Use a range of assessment methods and 

weight them evenly

 Use a wide range of personal and public 

means to acknowledge and validate 

achievement



Behaviour Management Techniques

 The behaviour of boys in particular should be 
modified through praise – never through 
sanction or punishment

 Punishment may contain a behaviour but not 
modify it

 Punishment can be a reward for a boy as it can 
secure his prestige in the eyes of his peers

 Young people need to be ‘caught’ doing things 
right and praised for it



Also….

 A ‘broken record’ approach – ‘John, stop that’ 

and keep repeating it

 ‘Jack, why have I come over to you?’ ‘Because I 

am talking.’ ‘Thank you’ (teacher)

 When unable to establish what has happened, 

saying ‘On one hand .... And on the other hand 

...’ This challenges lies.

 ‘You’re great usually, what actions have got you 

up here in trouble?’ 



Make the content relevant

 Relevant

 Challenging

 Logical

 Coherent

 Tied to the real world



In conclusion...

‘Boys (and girls!) learn teachers, and not 

subjects!’

Steve Biddulph



‘Your success as an educator is 

more dependent on positive, 

caring, trustworthy relationships 

than on any hint, idea, tip or 

tool’
Professor Eric Jenson
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Did the go quickly?



@hywel_roberts

www.createlearninspire.co.uk/blog

www.independentthinking.co.uk

Thanks

http://www.createlearninspire.co.uk/blog
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